
ACADEMIC SESSION 2021-2022 

NEWSLETTER –MARCH 2022 

CLASS KINDERGARTEN  

 

“Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to 

the people who prepare for it today.” –Malcolm X 

  
Dear Parent, 

Like a gardener who waits patiently for the flowers to bloom, we also have waited 

for a whole year to see our children reach one more milestone. Nature endows each 

child with unique capabilities; we at Summer Fields ensure that every child attains 

his or her own pinnacle. We are happy to share that all our children have become 

more confident and self aware. 

Continuing with our commitment to expose our children to varied experiences, as 

we bid farewell to winters and enjoy the blossoming of colourful flowers in the 

spring season. It is the time to face the challenges and the tasks that lie ahead of us. 

The months of February saw a lot of action where our students displayed their fine 

motor skills with activities such as Egg Carton Caterpillar, Recycled CD Lady 

Bug, Popsicles Stick Kitty , Paper Octopus etc .  
                           

             

 

 

 

 



As the month of March is the  last month with our tiny tots,  various activities will be organised to make 

them happy and love their surroundings more.  Our lovely cherubs  will start the month with Kiddies 

Kitchenette chana chat activity  where they will learn how to do fireless cooking  .This activity will help 

them to inculcate healthy eating habits . On Holi the festivals of colours a craft activity will be organised  

in the class where they will be painting  the paper cut out of their hands using painting colours . In 

continuation of the learning process our little angels  will be making Graduation Cap .  

 

The forthcoming activities for March  are :- 

*Making of chana chat -4th March 2022 

* Making of hand prints holi card - 11th March 2022 

* Making of Graduation Cap -17th March 2022 

 

 

                                
 

 

Kindly note the following points :  

 

 The new academic session will begin from 1st April, 2022 and the students are expected to 

wear their summer uniform . 

 Do purchase the book set in advance as regular studies will begin from 1st April , 2022. 

 Label all the notebooks and books in clear and bold letters.  

 Looking forward to your constant support.  

 

 

With warm regards 

MS. GEETA KARUNAKARAN                                                         DR. SHWETA SINGH  

PRINCIPAL                                                                                        PRE-PRIMARY INCHARGE  

      


